The analysis of non-linear systems in the frequency domain is studied and a new class of ®lters, called energy transfer ®lters, is introduced. While conventional linear ®lter design procedures are based on the principle of attenuating unwanted e ects the new energy transfer ®lter design concept exploits non-linearity to allow energy to be moved to new frequency locations. The ability to design non-linear ®lters that can move energy to designed locations in the frequency domain introduces new degrees of freedom into ®lter design and o ers new solution possibilities to many ®ltering problems.
Introduction
Non-linear systems have been widely studied by many authors and signi®cant progress towards understanding these systems has been made. Many of these studies have been based in the time domain with many results relating to Volterra series (Schetzen 1980 , Rugh 1981 , Boyd and Chua 1985 , NARMAX (non-linear autoregressive moving average with exogenous input) models , neural networks and fuzzy systems (Nauck et al. 1997) , and classical non-linear models including the Du ng equation (Du ng 1918 , Matsumoto et al. 1993 , and the Van der Pol oscillator (Hirsch and Smale 1974) . Bifurcations, limit cycles and chaotic regimes (Baker and Gollub 1990, Matsumoto et al. 1993 ) have been investigated, categorized and analysed, and numerous important results have been obtained. Non-linear systems have also been studied in the frequency domainwhere it is necessary to supplement the classical linear frequency response function with higher order frequency functions called generalized frequency response functions (George 1959) . Several authors have investigated the analysis of non-linear systems based on the generalized frequency response functions and several algorithms have been derived to estimate these functions from input output data (Tick 1961, Kim and Powers 1988 , Peyton-Jones and Billings 1989 , Nam and Powers 1994 .
However, while there have been studies which include the term non-linear ®lter in the title the majority of these investigations relate to designing low order, typically second order, Volterra series models that minimize a cost function or which implement channel equalization or other similar time domain objectives (Mathews 1991 , Sicuranza 1992 , Zelniker and Taylor 1994 , Heredia and Arce 2000 . There appear to have been very few if any attempts to design non-linear ®lters based on frequency domain objectives. This is surprising given the ubiquitous nature of classical linear low, band pass and band stop ®lter designs.
Conventional linear ®lter design is based on the principle that energy in unwanted frequency bands is attenuated. The traditional low pass and band pass ®lter designs are examples of linear solutions to this problem whereas the Dolby ®lter (Amos 1977) , which varies the amplitude of the input signal as a function of the level and frequency of the input, is an example of a non-linear implementation of this solution. There are many di erent ®lter designs, including Butterworth, Chebyshev and various others (Zelniker and Taylor 1994) , but the concept of the design is always based on attenuation. Stochastic ®lters based on the Kalman and Wiener methods are also available. These are based on prediction of the signal through the noise and assume knowledge of the statistics of the unwanted noise.
We have recently derived a totally new approach. This employs recent theoretical developments derived by the authors and is based on the NARMAX method and estimation in the frequency domain. The new approach is based on the principle that energy in one frequency band can be moved or transferred to other frequency locations. This is achieved by exploiting the properties of non-linear e ects. Other energy transfer e ects including splitting the unwanted responses and moving these to new frequency bands can also be achieved. Energy can be moved to higher frequencies or lower frequencies, or it can be focused around one frequency location. There are many design possibilities, and subject to realizability constraints these general principles can be applied in many areas. But in every case non-linearity is exploited in the design such that energy can be transferred to desired frequency locations and consequently the new class of ®lters will be referred to as energy transfer ®lters or ETFs. This is our ®rst paper to address the new ETF concept, and only the basic design principles for speci®ed inputs, and the solutions to some relatively simple design problems, will be described. More sophisticated designs and associated analysis will be presented in a series of later publications. In the present paper therefore the design of energy transfer ®lters which can be described by the NARX (non-linear autoregressive with exogenous input) model with input non-linearities will be investigated. The paper begins with a brief introduction to the concept of energy transfer ®lters. This is followed by sections which describe theoretical results relating to the output frequency response of non-linear systems, and ®nally to the introduction of the energy transfer ®lter design concept. Two simple design examples are included to illustrate the potential of the new method.
The ETF concept
The output frequency response of a non-linear system is determined by a complex combination of e ects that is dependent on the system characteristics and the input. The possible output frequencies of non-linear systems are much richer than the frequencies in the input, and as a result of this, signal energy in the system input can be transferred to a di erent frequency location in the output. These are physical phenomena which have been known for a very long time and which are often observed in engineering systems (Szczepsanski and Schaumann 1989 , Popovic et al. 1995 . However, in most cases, researchers and engineers regard such non-linear e ects negatively, and often try to take measures to prevent or to linearize out such phenomena. Even the names which are used, non-linear interference and distortion, suggest that these are e ects that are undesirable. There are two main reasons for this situation. First, the complicated composition of non-linear output frequency responses means that the analysis and design of non-linear systems in the frequency domain is generally di cult. Second, people usually attempt to avoid non-linearity rather than exploit it. But non-linearity can be a bene®t. Rather than linearizing non-linearity out, if it is designed into the system in an appropriate way additional degrees of freedom are introduced and if used correctly this can be a bene®t. Energy transfer ®lters are just one example where nonlinearity can be designed in to provide additional bene-®ts compared to purely linear designs.
Conventional linear ®lter design is based on the principle that energy in unwanted frequency bands is attenuated. Figure 1 (a) illustrates this e ect and shows the power spectrum of a signal before and after ®ltering. The unwanted response labelled`104' is attenuated as much as possible to produce the response labelled`108' while preserving the response labelled`102'. Low pass, band pass, and band stop ®lter designs are well known examples and many di erent designs are available including Butterworth, Chebyshev and many others. The Dolby ®lter, which varies the amplitude of the output as a function of the level and frequency of the input, behaves non-linearly but the e ect of the Dolby ®lter is simple to attenuate the unwanted frequency domain e ects. All these designs therefore are based on the principle that unwanted e ects are attenuated out.
We have recently derived a totally new approach which is based on the principle that energy in one frequency band can be moved or transferred to other designed frequency locations. Figure 1(b) shows an example of this e ect where the unwanted portion of the response labelled`204' is moved to a new frequency location labelled`206'. This is achieved by exploiting the properties of non-linear e ects. We believe that this concept is totally new and we refer to this class of ®lters as energy transfer ®lters (ETFs). Figure 1 (b) shows just one mode of energy transfer that can be achieved with the new design.
It is important to clarify the di erence between the energy transfer ®lters and the concept of frequency mixing or translation (Haykin 1983) in communication systems. Frequency mixing or translation is usually implemented by a device called a mixer which has two inputs and one output. The two inputs are the transmitted signal and the carrier signal respectively. The mixer involves a product modulator which moves the frequency components of the transmitted signal to another frequency location by multiplication and produces an output where the frequency components depend on the transmitted signal but mainly on the carrier signal. Mixers can be regarded as a very speci®c application oriented energy transfer device with two inputs and one output designed for communication systems. The issue of ETFs addressed here, however, involves a much more general concept which exploits non-linear dynamic e ects in a very general and¯exible approach. A wide range of designed energy transfer e ects have been developed, most of these will be discussed in later publications.
In order to introduce the new design philosophy the analysis of non-linear systems in the frequency domain is ®rst investigated in the next section.
Output frequency responses of non-linear systems

The output frequency response of a non-linear system
It is well known that the output frequency response of a stable linear system is given by
In (1), Y … j! † and U … j! † are the system input and output spectrum which are the Fourier transforms of the system time domain input u … t † and output y … t † respectively, and H … j! † represents the linear frequency response function. Consider a non-linear system which is stable at the zero equilibrium point and which can be described in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium point by the Volterra series
. . . ; ½n † is the nth order Volterra kernel, and N denotes the maximum order of the system nonlinearity.
The output frequency response of a non-linear system, which can be described by equation (2), and is subject to a general input, is given by Lang and Billings (1996) .
In (3), Y n … j! † represents the nth order output frequency response of the system,
is known as the nth-order generalized frequency response function (GFRF), and …
Equation (3) is a natural extension of the well-known linear relationship (1) to the non-linear case and indicates that the relationship between the system output in the frequency domain with the system frequency domain characteristics and the input is much more complicated than in the linear case. This is re¯ected in two aspects. First, the output spectrum of a non-linear system is a summation of a possibly in®nite number of terms, each representing the e ect of system non-linearities of di erent orders. The e ect produced by this summation is referred to as inter-kernel interference. Second, each of the terms such as Y n … j! † is, when n ¶ 2, the result of an integration of a multivariable complex function over an n-dimensional hyper-plane. This integration is known as the nth order intra-kernel interference. The output frequency response of non-linear systems is therefore determined by both intra and inter kernel interference of the involved system non-linearities (Peyton-Jones and . The complicated composition of the output spectrum of a non-linear system produces much more complex output frequency responses compared to the linear case. The most distinct e ect is that the output frequencies of non-linear systems can be much richer than the frequencies in the input.
Output frequencies of non-linear systems
In linear systems, the possible output frequencies at steady state are exactly the same as the frequencies of the input. This can be observed directly from equation (1). For non-linear systems under a general input, equation (3) indicates that the possible output frequencies at steady state can be generally described as
where f Y denotes the non-negative frequency range of the system output, and f Yn represents the non-negative frequency range produced by the nth-order system nonlinearity. From (5) an explicit expression for the output frequency range f Y of non-linear systems under a general input with a spectrum given by
can be derived as (Lang and Billings 1997 )
where b¢c means to take the integer part … 7 † In (7) p ¤ can be taken as 1; 2; . . . ; b N=2 c , the speci®c value of which depends on the system non-linearities.
If the system GFRFs
Equation (7) is the ®rst analytical description for the output frequencies of non-linear systems which extends the well-known relationship between the input and output frequencies of linear systems to the non-linear case. A similar result was developed one year later by Raz and Veen (1998) from a di erent perspective.
It is worth pointing out that f Y is actually the frequency range where the frequency components may exist in the output of a non-linear system. But this does not mean that the output frequency components of a non-linear system are de®nitely available over the whole range of f Y .
Output frequencies response of the NARX model with input non-linearity
The NARX model with input non-linearity
The discrete NARX (nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous input) model is given by
K n is the maximum lag and y … : † , u … : † and c pq … : † are the output, input and model coe cients respectively. The NARX model is a special case of the NARMAX model where the MA (moving average) noise model terms, which are included in identi®cation studies to avoid biased estimates, have been discarded to give the process or NARX model (Pearson 1999) . A speci®c instance of the NARX model such as
may be obtained from (8) and (9) with c 01 … 1 †ˆ0 :3; c 10 … 1 †ˆ0 :7; c 02 … 1; 1 †ˆ¡ 0:02; c 02 … 2; 1 †ˆ¡ 0:04; c 11 … 1; 3 †ˆ¡ 0:06; c 20 … 2; 3 †ˆ¡ 0:08; else c pq … : †ˆ0
The NARX model with input non-linearity is a speci®c case of the NARX model and is given by equation (8) where
… 11 † and K nu , nˆ1; . . . ; N, and K y are the corresponding maximum lags. The NARX model with input non-linearity (8), (11) is, under certain conditions, an equivalent description to the well-known discrete possibly in®nite Volterra systems of the form
This follows from the NARX model derivation by Leoritaritis and Billings (1985) and more recently from Kotsios (1997) who showed that under certain conditions the discrete in®nite Volterra system (12) can be transformed to the ®nite input/output form (8),(11) via the notion of linear factorization of¯-series introduced by Kotsios and Kalouptsidis (1993) . These results justify the choice of the NARX model with input nonlinearity rather than the widely used truncated Volterra series as a basic ®lter structure for the initial energy transfer ®lter designs.
The truncated Volterra series is an approximate description of the general expression (12) but the NARX model with input non-linearity (8),(11) can be an exact alternative to the in®nite Volterra series model. In addition, the practical advantage of the model (8), (11) is also obvious. First, stability can easily be checked, due to the existence of a number of useful theorems, which is very important in ®lter designs. Second, the ®nite expression can easily be transformed to a linear-in-theparameters form. This is convenient for the ®lter design in either the time or frequency domain.
The output frequency response
For non-linear systems which can be described by the NARX model with input non-linearity (8),(11), the GFRFs can readily be obtained using the recursive computation algorithm introduced by Peyton Jones and to yield
Equation (13) directly maps the time domain model (8),(11) into the frequency domain and produces an expression for the system GFRFs in terms of the parameters in the system time domain model.
Substituting equation (13) into (3) yields the output frequency response for a non-linear system described by the model (8), (11) as
This is an expression for the system output spectrum in terms of the parameters in the system time domain model and will form the basis for the design of the energy transfer ®lters based on equations (8) and (11).
The output frequency range of non-linear systems described by model (8),(11) is also given by (7) if the system is subject to an input with the spectrum given by (6). But, if H N ¡ 1 … : † of the system is not zero, which as will be shown later is the normal case for the present ®lter design, then H N ¡… 2q ¡ 1 † … : † 6 0 when qˆ1. So p ¤ˆqˆ1 , and the ®rst expression in (7) becomes
The maximum order N of non-linearity in the model (8), (11) will be determined using this relationship for the ETF design.
The design of frequency domain energy transfer ®lters
Description of the design problem
The energy transfer ®lter (ETF) design problem based on the model (8),(11) which is considered in this paper can be generally stated as follows. Given one (several) speci®c inputs the frequency components of which are over a frequency band (a; b) and a corresponding desired output spectrum (spectra) over a frequency band (c; d) which is di erent from (a; b), design a non-linear ®lter of the form (8),(11) to implement the signal energy transfer from the input frequency band (a; b) to the output frequency band (c; d).
The design will involve the following steps:
(i) determine the ®lter structure;
(ii) map the time domain model description into the frequency domain;
(iii) express the output spectrum in terms of the input spectrum and the ®lter time domain model parameters;
(iv) conduct the design based on the expression obtained in Step (iii); and
(v) realize the design.
The mapping between the time and frequency domain model, Step (ii), has already been given in equation (13). The output spectrum, Step (iii), of model (8), (11) has been expressed in terms of the model parameters in equation (14). Many methods are available (Mathews and Sicuranza 2000) for the practical implementation of the design which is normally domain speci®c. Therefore the major issues to be addressed for the design are the determination of the ®lter structure and the design based on equation (14).
Equations (8) and (11) can be rewritten in a more compact and general form as
In (16), N 0 is the minimum order of the system nonlinearity and
. . . ; l n †j … 18 † and the summation is over all distinct permutations º … : † of the indices l 1; . . . ; l n and j º … l 1; . . . ; l n †j represents the number of such permutations. In order to evaluate j º … l 1; . . . ; l n †j , denote the number of distinct values in a speci®c set (l 1; . . . ; l n ) as r. Let k 1; . . . ; k r denote the number of times these values appear in (l 1 ; . . . ; l n ). Then
Consider the ETF design based on (16). The structure of (16) is de®ned by the values of N, N 0 , K y and K nu , nˆ1; 2; . . . ; N, and involves terms such as
The structure parameters N and N 0 are associated with the feasibility of the model to give e ect to the required signal energy transfer and this feasibility can be determined from the relationship between the input and output frequencies of non-linear systems given by equation (7). The structure parameters K y and K nu , n1 ; 2; . . . ; N are associated with the extent to which spe-ci®c design requirements for the magnitude and/or phase of the output spectrum over the desired output frequency band (c; d) can be satis®ed.
Once these structure parameters having been determined, equation (16) can be expressed using the backward shift operator q ¡ 1 as
The ®lter model (20) consists of a non-linear subsystem described by a ®nite Volterra series and a traditional linear ®lter, the design therefore involves determining the parameters in these subsystems.
Notice that a more general form of (21) would be the rational form
and consequently K y could take an in®nite value.
ETF design for a speci®c input
Given one speci®ed input, the relationship between the output spectrum of the system (8),(11) and the spectrum of the input is given by equation (14). Using the more compact and general form (16) of the model (8), (11) and equation (21), this relationship can be written as
The ETF design for one speci®ed input consists of three steps. First, determine the orders of non-linearity which are needed to ensure that the required frequency domain energy transfer can be achieved. This de®ned N 0 and N, the minimum and maximum order of the system non-linearity. Second, determine the parameters in the non-linear subsystem · c c 0n … l 1; . . . ; l n † ; l 1ˆ1; . . . ; K nu ; . . . ; l nˆln ¡ 1; . . . ; K nu ; nˆN 0; . . . ; N to make the output spectrum of the non-linear subsystem
approach the desired spectrum as closely as possible. Finally, design a suitable linear ®lter G … j! † to improve the approximation to the desired spectrum obtained in the second step such that
This linear design produces the parameters for the linear subsystem K y and c 10 … l 1 † , l 1ˆ1; . . . ; K y . Details regarding the implementation of these steps are given below.
Step 1: Determining N 0 involves ®nding the minimum value of the orders of system non-linearities which make a contribution to the output spectrum over the desired output frequency band (c; d) . Given the input frequency band (a; b), this can be achieved by evaluating the output frequency range fY n for nˆ1; nˆ2; . . ., until nˆ· n n such that at least part of the speci®ed output frequency range (c; d) falls into fY · n n . The value N0 is then taken as N0ˆ· n n.
The value N has to be determined so as to ®nd the minimum value of n such that the speci®ed output frequency range (c; d) completely falls into f Yn [ f Yn¡1 . To achieve this, the frequency range f Yn [ f Yn¡1 should be evaluated for nˆ· n n; nˆ· n n ‡ 1; . . ., until nˆ· · n n such that
. Then N is taken as Nˆ· · n n.
Step 2: Denote the desired output spectrum as Y # … j! † . Then, in the second step of the design, the ®lter parameters · c c 0n … l 1; . . . ; l n † ; l 1ˆ1; . . . ; K nu ; . . . ; l nˆln ¡ 1; . . . ; K nu ; nˆN 0; . . . ; N are determined based on the equations
In (27), M is an a priori given integer and ! … p † 2 … c; d † , pˆ1; . . . ; M. The objective of this is to make the righthand side of the equation approach the desired output spectrum as closely as possible over the M discrete frequency points ! … 1 † ; . . . ; ! … M † . For this purpose, (27) can be written as
Therefore, for a speci®c set of … l 1; . . . ; l n † , g l1...ln … ! † can readily be evaluated from the given input. Consequently, the ®lter parameters can be determined based on the equations … 30 † using a least squares routine to make the right-hand side of the equations approach the left-hand side as closely as possible. Denote the results aŝ · c c · c c 0n … l 1; . . . ; l n † ; l 1ˆ1; . . . ; K nu ; . . . ; l nˆln ¡ 1; . . . ; K nu ; nˆN 0; . . . ; N Then the non-linear subsystem of the ®lter will be given by
where · y y … k † represents the time domain output of this subsystem. Notice that M is the number of discrete frequency points over the desired output frequency band (c; d) considered in the design. Generally speaking, the bigger the a priori given integer M, the closer the output spectrum of the designed non-linear subsystem can approach the desired spectrum over the frequency band (c; d). But a larger value of M may lead to a more complicated non-linear subsystem than the case where a smaller value of M is selected. In addition, in order to obtain a unique solution to the parameters of the non-linear subsystem, the selection of M must also be subject to a constraint associated with the number of the parameters of the non-linear subsystem.
The number of equations in (30) is 2M. The number of parameters to be determined for each n is K nu … K n ¡ 1 nu ‡ 1 † =2. Hence the total number of parameters which need to be evaluated using least squares is
… 32 † and if K nuˆKu for nˆN 0; . . . ; N, this result becomes
Obviously to obtain a unique least squares solution to the n p model parameters, it is necessary to choose an M such that M ¶ n p= 2 … 34 †
Step 3: Having determined the parameters in the non-linear subsystem, the output spectrum of the nonlinear subsystem over the frequency set f ! … 1 † ; . . . ; ! … M †g can be obtained as
In the third step of the design, a linear ®lter with frequency response function G 1 … j! † is determined to improve the approximation e ect of · Y Y … j! † on the desired output spectrum Y # … j! † over the frequency set f ! … 1 † ; . . . ; ! … M †g . This is achieved by designing G 1 … j! † subject to a stability constraint to minimize the criterion
which is the output spectrum of the system composed of a cascade of the non-linear subsystem and the linear ®lter, should have a better approximation to the desired output spectrum Y # … j! † over the desired output frequency band (c; d).
A band pass ®lter, with frequency response function G 2 … j! † , can then be designed to remove any unwanted residual frequency components in G 1 … j! † · Y Y … j! † which are outside the output frequency band (c; d) and, as a result of this,
and both the structure and parameters of the linear subsystem can be determined. The criterion (36) can be rewritten as
Then the optimization problem is to ®nd · b b 1; · b b 2; . . . ; · b b nb1 ‡ 1 and · a a 1; · a a 2; . . . ; · a a na1 ‡ 1 for the a priori given structure parameters n b1 and n a1 to make J … G 1 † reach a minimum under the constraint that the ®lter is stable. This can be solved using for example the MATLAB functioǹ invfreqz.m' which uses the damped Gauss±Newton method for iterative search (Dennis and Schnabel 1983) .
The design of the band pass ®lter G 2 … j! † can be achieved using one of the many standard ®lter design methods. If the speci®cation for the design only involves the magnitude of the output frequency response, denote G 2 … j! † as
and apply a typical band pass ®lter design method such as Butterworth, Chebyshev, etc. The parameters · · b b 1; · · b b 2; . . . ; · · b b nb2 ‡1 and · · a a 1; · · a a 2; . . . ; · · a a na2 ‡1 for a given choice of n b2 and n a2 can then be obtained. If the speci®cation of the design is for both the magnitude and phase of the output frequency response, G 2 … j! † should be described as a linear phase FIR ®lter of the form
Again many methods can be used for the purpose (Zelniker and Taylor 1994) and the design produces the ®lter parameters · · b b 1;
Obviously the three design steps depend on the ®lter structure parameters which have to be given a priori. Speci®cally these parameters are K nu , nˆN 0; . . . ; N, M, together with the structure parameters for G 1 … j! † and G 2 … j! † . The selection of M should satisfy the constraint (34) but generally a much larger value of M is usually needed to ensure a su ciently good approximation accuracy between the spectrum of the ®lter output and the desired output spectrum over the frequency band (c; d). The structure of G 1 … j! † and G 2 … j! † is relatively less important and this is therefore usually ®xed during the design. K nu , nˆN 0; . . . ; N, are normally all taken to be equal to K u . The speci®c value of K u can be determined in an iterative way until a satisfactory ®ltering e ect is achieved. For example, K u can initially be set as K uˆ1 . The design using this K u is completed and the performance of the resulting ®lter is checked to see if this is satisfactory or not. If the result is satisfactory, then the design is ®nished. Otherwise, take K uˆ2 and repeat the procedure again. This process can be continued with K uˆ3 ; 4; . . . until a satisfactory result is achieved.
For a given M, the maximum value of K u which can be taken for the design is limited by the inequality (34). Substituting (33) into (34) yields a clear description of this constraint
If the value of K u reaches the upper limit but the performance of the ®lter is still not satisfactory, the design has to stop without a satisfactory solution. Our results suggest that such problems are rare but an improved design method has been developed to overcome this problem and will be presented in a later publication.
ETF design for several speci®ed inputs
Consider the design of an ETF ®lter which can transfer energy of n s speci®c input signals from an input frequency band (a; b) to a desired frequency band (c; d) and shape the corresponding output frequency responses as required.
Denote the spectra of the n s speci®c input signals as U µ … j! † , µˆ1; 2; . . . ; n s . The output spectrum of the general ®lter model (16) under each of these inputs is, when taking K nuˆKu , for nˆN 0; . . . ; N, given by
The design procedure again consists of three steps which are: determination of N 0 and N; design of the non-linear subsystem; and design of the linear subsystem. The ®rst step is exactly the same as Step 1 described in } 5.2 since this design also involves transferring energy from an input frequency band (a; b) to an output frequency band (c; d) .
Denote the desired output spectrum corresponding to the µth speci®c input as Y #µ … j! † . Then, in the second step of the design, the ®lter parameters are determined based on the equations
The objective is to make the right-hand side of the equation approach the desired output spectrum as closely as possible over the M discrete frequency points ! … 1 † ; . . . ; ! … M † for all the n s speci®c inputs considered in the design. This can be achieved using a least squares routine to make the right-hand side of the equations. … 46 † approach the left-hand side as closely as possible.
Denote the results obtained as· c c · c c 0n … l 1; . . . ; l n † . Then the non-linear subsystem of the ®lter to be designed is also of the form given by equation (31) and the output spectrum of the subsystem under each of the n s speci®c inputs is given by
In the third step, a linear ®lter with frequency response function G 1 … j! † is determined to improve the approximation e ect of the n s output spectra · Y Y µ … j! † , µˆ1; . . . ; n s of the non-linear subsystem on the corresponding desired results Y #µ … j! † , µˆ1; . . . ; n s over the frequency set f ! … 1 † ; . . . ; ! … M †g . This is achieved by designing G 1 … j! † subject to a constraint on stability to minimize the criterion
The resulting frequency responses
should produce a better approximation to the corresponding desired output spectra Y #µ … j! † ; µˆ1; . . . ; n s over the speci®ed output frequency band (c; d). Next G 2 … j! † is designed, as described in } 5.2, to remove any extraneous frequency components in
which are outside the output frequency band (c; d) so that
. . . ; n s may approach Y #µ … j! † , µˆ1; . . . ; n s , as required by the design. The linear subsystem part of the ®lter is then given by
Rewrite the criterion (48) as (39), the optimization problem consists of minimizing J … G 1 † using for examplè invfreqz.m' in MATLAB to yield a solution for · b b 1 ; · b b 2 ; . . . ; · b b nb1 ‡ 1 and · a a 1 ; · a a 2 ; . . . ; · a a na1 ‡ 1 for given values of n b1 and n a1 .
The design for the band pass ®lter G 2 … j! † follows the description in } 5.2. This produces · · b b 1; · · b b 2; . . . ; · · b b nb2 ‡ 1 and · · a a 1; · · a a 2; . . . ; · · a a na2 ‡ 1 for choices of n b2 and n a2 , when the spe-ci®cation of the design is only for the magnitudes of the output frequency responses. When both the magnitude and phase of the output frequency responses are speci-®ed, a linear phase FIR ®lter is required and consequently · · b b 1; · · b b 2; . . . ; · · b b nb2 ‡ 1 for a choice of n b2 are determined.
The iterative computation of the structure parameter K u is also needed in this case. But the limit for K u is determined by the inequality
rather than (42) because the number of equations in (46) is 2 £ M £ n s . Satisfactory designs will normally be achieved before K u reaches its upper limits, but as noted in } 5.2 more complex designs which overcome these limitations are also available for the multiple input case and will be presented in a later study. The design of the ETF ®lters to transfer energy from an input signal having a spectrum over a frequency band (a; b) to an output signal having a spectrum over another frequency band (c; d) has been investigated above both for one speci®c and several speci®c inputs. The ETF design procedure is a natural extension of the well-known ®lter designs to the non-linear case. In the designs presented above the ®lters are composed of two subsystems, a linear and a non-linear subsystem. The non-linear subsystem mainly moves the input signal energy from the frequency band (a; b) to the new frequency band (c; d) and shapes the output frequency response over this frequency band. The linear subsystem has two functions. G 1 … j! † improves the approximation e ect of the output frequency response of the non-linear subsystem on the desired spectrum over the frequency band (c; d), and G 2 … j! † is a band pass ®lter which removes any residual frequency components which are outside the desired output frequency band. If … c; d †. a; b † , then the design reduces to a simple linear case where NˆN 0ˆ1 in the non-linear subsystem design. Otherwise non-linearity with an appropriate degree has to be introduced to ensure that the required frequency domain energy transfer is feasible.
Although only energy transfer from one single input frequency band (a; b) to another single output frequency band (c; d) is considered in the present study, the same design principle can be readily extended to more complicated cases. For example, energy can be transferred from two input signals with frequency components over the frequency bands (a1; b1) and (a2; b2) respectively to two corresponding but di erent output frequency locations (c1; d1) and (c2; d2), and shape the output frequency responses as required.
Note that apart from stability, no other constraints are necessary in the above designs. This implies that the structure and parameters of the ®lters thus designed are allowed to be arbitrarily determined to achieve design speci®cations provided that the ®lter stability is guaranteed. The ®lters could be implemented using DSP chips or dedicated processors. The implementation is analogous to the classical linear digital ®lter case except that in the energy transfer ®lter case non-linearities are deliberately introduced.
Design examples
Two examples will be used to illustrate the design of energy transfer ®lters. The design in Example 1 involves a design where the objective is to move the signal energy from a lower input frequency band to a higher output frequency location. The design in Example 2 considers the situation for two speci®c inputs, a frequency domain energy transfer ®lter is designed to move the energy of the two signals from a lower input frequency band to a higher output frequency location.
All the examples have been designed to represent a practical design problem. A continuous time signal is to be processed. The signal is sampled by an A/D converter and is passed to a digital signal processor that is coded to implement the ETF design. The output of the digital processor is then transformed by a D/A converter back to a continuous time signal, and the frequency spectrum of this signal should approach the desired spectrum spe-ci®ed by the design.
Example 1: Consider a continuous time signal u … t † which is generated from a white noise uniformly distributed over (0; 4) and band-limited within the frequency range (5:6; 7:6) rad/s. The sampling interval was set as Tsˆ0:01 s. Figure 2 shows the signal in the time domain which has been padded out with zeros at the end so that the FFT can be applied. Figure 3 shows the magnitude of the spectrum of u … t † which is obtained by evaluating the discrete Fourier transform of u … t † from the sampled values. From ®gure 3 it can be observed that the frequency range of u … t † is approximately … · a a; b †ˆ… 5:364; 8:582 † rad/s. The objective is to design a frequency domain energy transfer ®lter to transfer the energy of u … t † to the higher frequency band … · c c; · d d †ˆ… 11:6; 13:6 † rad/s and shape the magnitude of the ®lter output frequency response as speci®ed by the desired spectrum and · M Mˆ4100 is the length of data used to evaluate the input spectrum U … j! † for the design. ! … 1 † ; . . . ; ! … M † are taken as
The result obtained after six iterative selections of K u for K uˆ1 ; . . . ; 6 is the non-linear subsystem
Step 3, the structure of the ®rst linear ®lter G 1 … j! † was chosen to be n b1ˆna1ˆ2 and the parameters were determined as The structure of the second liner ®lter G 2 … j! † was con-®gured as
and G 2 … j! † 1=2 is designed as the required band pass ®lter. This is to enhance the performance of the band pass ®lter G 2 … j! † . The structure of G 2 … j! † 1=2 was chosen to be n 0 b2ˆn 0 a2ˆ8 and the parameters were determined as 
Šg and ‰· · a a 1; . . . ; · · a a na2 ‡1 Šˆ‰· · a a 1; . . . ; · · a a 17 Š Conv f‰· · a a 0 1; . . . ; · · a a 0 9 Š ; ‰· · a a 0 1; . . . ; · · a a 0 9 Šg where Conv … x; y † denotes the convolution of vectors x and y. Figures 4 and 5 show the output response of the ®lter in the time and frequency domain respectively. The performance of this design can be assessed from ®gure 5 where a comparison between the real output spectrum of the ®lter and the desired result can be observed. Clearly, a very good result has been achieved by the design and the energy of the speci®ed input has been moved to the frequency band … c; d †ˆ… 11:6; 13:6 † and the shape of the magnitude matches the desired spectrum de®ned by equation (51).
Example 2:
In this example the design of the energy transfer ®lter is used to illustrate how energy from two speci®c signals can be moved from a lower input frequency band to a higher output frequency location. The two signals, u 1 … t † and u 2 … t † are shown in ®gures 6 and 7 in the time and the frequency domain respectively. The signals were produced in exactly the same way as in Example 1 and Tsˆ0:01 s. Figure 7 indicates that the frequency range of u1 … t † and u2 … t † is approximately … · a a; · b b †ˆ… 5:057; 8:275 † rad/s. The design objective was to transfer the energy from u 1 … t † and u 2 … t † to a higher frequency band … · c c; · d d †. 11:6; 13:6 † rad/s and to shape the magnitudes of the . . . ; · · a a 0 9 Šˆ‰ 1:000 000 000 000 0; The output responses of the ®lter for the speci®ed inputs are shown in ®gures 8 and 9 in the time and the frequency domain respectively. Figure 9 clearly indicates that an excellent result has again been achieved by the ETF design.
In all the examples the scaling of · y y … k † has been reduced and the gain of G 1 … j! † and G 2 … j! † has been increased by the same factor. This is simply to avoid either large or small coe cients. But the overall e ect cancels when the combined non-linear ®lter followed by G 1 … j! † G 2 … j! † is implemented and as such this scaling is only used as a convenience in the computation.
The two design examples demonstrate some potential designs that can be achieved using energy transfer ®lters. Although only two speci®c inputs were considered in Example 2, there is no limitation on the number n s of inputs which can be dealt with by the designs. In principle, the design procedure in } 5.3 can, as demonstrated by the example, work equally well when more than two inputs have to be considered by the design.
Conclusions
The application of classical attenuating ®lter designs is pervasive in most branches of science and engineering.
Energy transfer ®lters introduce a completely new family of ®lters that provide additional degrees of freedom and signi®cant new design possibilities. The energy transfer ®lters described above are just one class of ®lters that can be designed based on the general principles which have been introduced in this paper. These designs can be implemented using DSP chips or dedicated processors and used in electronic circuits and communication systems for signal processing purposes. Many other novel designs are also possible, including designs mainly developed for mechanical systems to transfer energy of vibration to other frequencies and designs that work for all inputs within a bound over the input frequency ranges. Some of these will be described in future publications. The future work will be concentrated on the two areas of ETF designs for signal processing and ETF designs for frequency domain synthesis of engineering structures. The objectives are to develop algorithms which can address these design issues in di erent situations and to apply the ETF design principles in di erent engineering disciplines. Figure 9 . Comparison between the output spectra of the ®lter designed in Example 2 and the desired spectra spe-ci®ed for the design.
